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ABOUT ADVENTURE READY BRANDS

Adventure Ready Brands headquarters is located in the heart of the White Mountains in 
Littleton, New Hampshire. The company was founded in 1973, incorporated in 1977, and 
manufactures the world-famous insect bite treatment, After Bite®, a full line of well-known 
insect repellents in Ben’s, Adventure Medical Kits® first aid kits and survival products with 
Survive Outdoors Longer®.

Since 1975, we’ve been delivering our mission to inspire outdoor adventure with an ever 
expanding portfolio of industry-leading brands.

Adventure® Medical Kits 
Setting the standard in backcountry safety for over 30 years with an innovative line of 
professional quality medical kits and supplies, Adventure® Medical Kits are carried by 
outdoor professionals on expeditions around the globe, from the slopes of Mt. Everest to 
the jungles of South America. 

Survive Outdoors Longer®

With a range of products that covers essentials for outdoor survival, Survive Outdoors 
Longer® is the go-to brand for all your survival needs from shelter to fire to navigation and 
more. Expect the unexpected with Survive Outdoors Longer®

After Bite® 
After Bite® relieves the itching & discomfort of bug bites and has been trusted for over 45 
years. Rated the #1 Pharmacist Recommended Brand by U.S. News & World Report & 
Pharmacy Times, After Bite® can be used for treating bites from mosquitos, biting flies, 
bees, fire ants, and more. 

Ben’s®       
We created Ben’s® Tick & Insect Repellent to repel even the nastiest bugs. With this bug 
spray, biting insects won’t even know you’re there. Made in New Hampshire, USA and 
torture tested in the White Mountains, Ben’s® is the ultimate protector from ticks and 
insects. 
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The Scout Survival Kit
The Scout Survival Kit provides everything you need in a 
watertight dry bag to stay safe, stay warm, and get found 
in a survival situation.

Features

• Waterproof dry-bag has roll-down closure, keeping 
contents safe; weighs 5.4oz for compact travel.

• Survival blanket reflects 90% of radiated body heat to give 
you life-saving warmth in an emergency.

• Essential multi-use fishing kit and sewing kit can help 
catch fresh food or fix your camping gear.

• Location survival tools like the liquid-filled compass and 
signal mirror help you or rescuers find the way.

• Waterproof Fire Lite fire starter and Tinder Quik make it 
easy to start fires in any weather.

Product code: 
0140-1727

Survival Medic in Dry Bag
The SOL Survival Medic Survival Kit features emergency es-
sentials in a watertight dry bag. Wrap up in the SOL Emergency 
Blanket and build a fire with the Fire Lite™ Micro Sparker and 
Tinder Quik™. Use the Slim Rescue Howler™ Whistle to signal 
for help. Treat small injuries with medication and bandages. 
The SOL Survival Medic Survival Kit is an all-in-one watertight, 
emergency kit.

Features

• Emergency Essentials - SOL Emergency blanket, whistle, 
fire starters, tools, and treatments for pain and minor 
injuries packed in a watertight bag.

• SOL Emergency Blanket - Stay warm with the SOL 
Emergency Blanket that reflects 90% of body heat.

• Slim Rescue Howler™ Whistle - audible over a mile away.
• Fire Starters - Start campfires or camp stoves with the Fire 

Lite™ Micro Sparker and 4 pieces of Tinder Quik™.
• Fix It Kit- get out of tricky situations with mini-duct tape 

and safety pins.
• First Aid - Manage pain and illness with medications and 

bandages to treat pain, inflammation, common allergies, 
cuts, and scrapes.

Product code: 
0140-1748

SURVIVAL
Expect the Unexpected™





Emergency Blanket
The SOL Emergency Blanket reflects 90% of body heat 
and fits one person - plus, it won’t shred like traditional 
emergency blankets.

Features

• Emergency blanket reflects 90% of body heat to 
prevent heat loss and provide life-saving warmth.

• Ultralight blanket is 56 x 84 inches, tear-resistant, 
and will not shred like mylar when punctured.

• Emergency survival blanket is waterproof and 
windproof to protect you from the outdoor elements.

• Lightweight, reflective blanket fits in any compact 
camping gear, hiking gear, or survival tool kit.

• Survival blanket can also be used as a camping gear 
tarp, sleeping bag, and much more.

Product code: 
0140-1222

Emergency Blanket XL
The SOL Survival Blanket reflects 90% of body heat 
and fits two people - plus, it won’t shred like traditional 
emergency blankets.

Features

• Knowledge is Survival
 Survival instructions printed directly on the blanket 

for easy reference when you need it most.
• Legendary Durability
 Resists tearing and will not shred like Mylar 

blankets.
• Shelter from the Elements
 Heatsheets® material is waterproof and windproof.
• Stay Warm
 Reflects 90% of radiated body heat.
• More than Just a Blanket
 A true ultra-light multifunction backcountry tool that 

can also be used as a ground cloth, gear cover, first 
aid blanket, and more.

Product code: 
0140-1701
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Emergency Bivvy 
with Rescue Whistle

The SOL Emergency Bivvy with Rescue Whistle and Tinder Cord reflects 90% 
of your body heat, is wind and waterproof, and highly visible. Use the Tinder 
Cord to start a fire and signal for help with the Rescue Whistle. Be prepared 
with the lightest emergency bivvy in our range at 99g.

Features

• S.O.L. emergency bivvy reflects 90% of body heat to prevent heat loss and 
provide life-saving warmth.

• Waterproof and windproof material protects you from high winds and the 
harshest outdoor elements.

• Survival gear bivvy includes tinder paracord for fire starting and 
emergency whistle for signaling.

• Lightweight, reflective bivvy fits in any compact camping gear, hiking gear, 
or survival kit.

• Made from quiet, tear-resistant material that won’t shred to pieces to keep 
you protected outdoors.

Product code: 
0140-1142

SHELTER
Expect the Unexpected™
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Escape Lite™ Bivvy
Incredibly versatile and only 155g, the Escape Lite™ 
Bivvy offers piece of mind and incredible versatility in 
a small package. Utilizing the innovative SOL Escape 
material, the Escape Lite is highly wind and water 
resistant, highly abrasion and tear resistant, heat-
reflective and breathable at almost half the weight of its 
big brother. Use the Escape Lite™ as a performance-
enhancing sleeping bag liner, an ultra-lightweight 
summer bag or as your fail-safe backcountry emergency 
bivvy.

Features

• Emergency Escape bivvy reflects 70% of body heat to 
prevent heat loss and provide life-saving warmth.

• Durable, water-resistant fabric and with hood keep 
out the elements and keep you dry.

• Bivvy design prevents condensation inside by 
allowing moisture out while keeping the rain out too.

• Bivvy bag can be used as a sleeping bag liner, 
emergency blanket or as an ultralight summer bag.

• Lightweight bivvy bag is compact and fits into any 
camping gear, hiking gear, or survival gear kit

Product code: 
0140-1227

Thermal Bivvy
The SOL Thermal™ Bivvy’s comfortable, durable 
material reflects 80% of body heat for warmth in any 
season.

Features

• Thermal emergency bivvy reflects 80% of body heat 
to prevent heat loss and provide life-saving warmth.

• Durable for multiple adventures, reflective blanket 
resists tearing and punctures.

• Waterproof and windproof material protects you from 
high winds and the harshest outdoor elements.

• Adjustable side venting enables you to let air in, cut 
condensation and control your bivvy’s climate.

• Reusable bivvy can also be used as a camping gear 
tarp, sleeping bag, and much more.

Product code: 
0140-1223

SHELTER
Expect the Unexpected™
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Escape™ Bivvy OD Green
The Escape™ bivvy combines breathability, body heat 
reflectivity, and water resistance for the most fully-featured 
backcountry emergency shelter in the SOL line. Now in low 
visibility OD Green.

Features

• Emergency Escape bivvy reflects 70% of body heat to 
prevent heat loss and provide life-saving warmth.

• Highly durable, water-resistant fabric with zippered 
access and drawstring hood to keep out the elements 
and keep you dry.

• Bivvy design prevents condensation inside by allowing 
moisture out while keeping the rain out too.

• Made from quiet, tear-resistant material that won’t 
shred to pieces to keep you protected outdoors.

• Reusable bivvy can also be used as a camping gear 
tarp, sleeping bag, and much more.

Product code: 
0140-1229

Escape™ Bivvy
The game just changed! The Escape™ bivvy combines 
breathability, body heat reflectivity, and water resistance 
for the most fully-featured backcountry emergency 
shelter in the SOL line.

Features

• Emergency Escape bivvy reflects 70% of body heat to 
prevent heat loss and provide life-saving warmth.

• Highly durable, water-resistant fabric with zippered 
access and drawstring hood to keep out the elements 
and keep you dry.

• Bivvy design prevents condensation inside by 
allowing moisture out while keeping the rain out too.

• Made from quiet, tear-resistant material that won’t 
shred to pieces to keep you protected outdoors.

• Reusable bivvy can also be used as a camping gear 
tarp, sleeping bag, and much more.

Product code: 
0140-1228

SHELTER
Expect the Unexpected™
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Slim Rescue Howler 
Whistle 2 pack
The Slim Rescue Howler’s 100 dB sigl is audible from 
over a mile away, and it’s pea-less design works in all 
conditions.

Features

• The survival whistle allows you to be heard over 1 mile 
away for emergency search and rescue teams.

• The ABS plastic emergency whistle is unbreakable in 
rough, rugged terrain or during self defence.

• Emergency whistle is pea-less for reliability and 
reaches 100-decibels to signal for assistance.

• Whistle has triple-frequency sound that cuts through 
surrounding noise from campground to backwoods.

• Flat design fits in pockets while paddling, hiking, 
camping, hunting, backpacking and more.

Product code: 
0140-0010

Rescue Flash® 
Floating Mirror
The SOL Rescue Flash® Floating Mirror is an essential 
in any land or marine emergency kit. With one hand, the 
ultra-bright reflective aimer can be seen over 10 miles 
away and is designed to float. Attach to your gear or 
PFD.

Features

• Be Seen – Signal is visible over 10 miles away.
• Target rescuers - The retro-reflective aiming aid 

enables you to aim your signal.
• Floats - Floats for reliable use on water.
• Attach to Gear - Attach with a loop to your gear 
 or PFD.
• Lightweight & Unbreakable - Carry it with you 

anywhere with its lightweight and shatter-proof 
construction.

Product code: 
0140-1004

SIGNALLING
Expect the Unexpected™
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Stoke Camp Hatchet
The SOL Stoke Camp Hatchet is an all-in-one fire-starting 
tool. Chop wood with the sharp edge of the high-grade, 
satin-finished 420 stainless steel blade. Light a fire with 
the tinder cord lanyard and flint starter. Open a beverage 
with the bottle opener. Stores securely in riveted holster.

Features

• Stays Sharp - Keep an edge with high-grade 
 satin-finished 420 stainless steel.
• Multi-Tool Function - 3 sizes of hex wrenches and a 

rope cutter.
• Fire Starters - Light a fire with the tinder cord lanyard 

and flint fire starter
• Non-Slip Grip - Feel confident in your work with the 

non-slip, ergonomic PP/TPR handle.
• Sturdy Holster – Riveted belt holster protects blade 
 and provides storage for flint fire starter.
• Enjoy a Beverage - Open your favourite beverage with 
 the integrated bottle opener at the end of a great day.

Product code: 
0140-1016

Stoke Pivot Knife & Saw
The SOL Stoke Pivot Knife & Saw gives you the ability to 
choose between a 3.9-inch blade or a 4.25-inch saw with 
the press of a button. Strike the included full flint fire 
starter to ignite the tinder cord lanyard’s waxed cotton 
core. Stores securely in riveted holster for the next 
adventure.

Features

• Pivot between 3.9 in plain edge blade to the 4.25 in 
serrated saw edge with the press of a button.

• Flint fire starter and 36 inch tinder cord included with 
folding utility knife for multi-purpose use.

• Easy-grip nylon/TPR handle makes this cutting tool a 
non-slip addition to your camping accessories.

• Unique pivoting blade offers the strength of full-tang 
with the convenience of a folding knife.

• Included riveted holster is sturdy and makes for easy 
travel when hiking, camping, hunting, and more.

Product code: 
0140-1018

TOOLS
Expect the Unexpected™
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Stoke Field Knife
The SOL Stoke Field Knife features a high-grade, satin-
finished 420 stainless steel 3.9-inch full-tang blade with an 
ergonomic, non-slip PP/TPR handle. Use the serrated rope 
cutter at the base of the blade to cut a piece of tinder cord 
and light with the full flint fire starter. Stores securely in 
riveted holster.

Features

• The full-tang, 3.8 inch plain edge blade is made from 
high-grade 420 satin-finished stainless steel.

• Flint fire starter and 36 inch tinder cord included with 
fixed utility knife for multi-purpose use.

• Easy-grip nylon/TPR handle makes this cutting tool a 
non-slip addition to your camping accessories.

• Fixed blade knife has full tang for durability and 
strength when cutting, chopping, and whittling.

• Included riveted holster is sturdy and makes for easy 
travel when hiking, camping, hunting, and more.

Product code: 
0140-1020

Stoke Folding Knife
The SOL Stoke Folding Knife features a high-grade 
satin-finished 420 stainless steel 3.25-inch blade, which 
folds down into an ergonomic non-slip PP/TPR handle 
with a secure liner lock. Use the serrated rope cutter at 
the base of the blade to cut a piece of tinder cord and 
light with the full flint fire starter. Stores securely in 
riveted holster.

Features

• 3.25-inch 420 Stainless Steel Blade - High-grade, 
satin-finished 420 stainless steel 3.25 in. blade that 
easily locks down with a secure liner lock.

• Fire Starters - Light a fire with the tinder cord 
lanyard and flint fire starter.

• Sturdy Holster - Riveted belt holster protects blade 
and provides storage for flint fire starter.

• Non-Slip Grip - Feel confident in your work with the 
textured, PP/TPR handle for a secure grip.

Product code: 
0140-1022

TOOLS
Expect the Unexpected™
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Pocket Chain Saw
The SOL Pocket Chain Saw is your go-to tool for perfect 
campfire nights with a 26-inch chain and 11 cutting-teeth. 
Made with 65 carbon steel and easy-grip webbing handles. 
Store in the ruggedly durable pouch on your belt or in your 
pack. Weighing just 4 ounces, carry the SOL Pocket Chain 
Saw on all your adventures.

Features

• Compact Manual Chain Saw – A 26-inch chain and 11 
cutting-teeth that can easily pack down into your pack 
pocket. 

• Durable Construction – Reliable 65 carbon steel 
construction. 

• Easy-Grip Handles – Reinforced webbing handles for 
lightweight comfort.  

• Lightweight – Chain saw weighs just 4 ounces. 
• Rugged Pouch - Store the chain saw in the pouch and 

wear on a belt or keep in your pack.

Product code: 
0140-1034

Stoke Shovel
The all-encompassing SOL Stoke Shovel is a multi-tool, 
shovel, and fire starter in one with over 6 tool features. 
The tinder cord wrapped Stow-It Handle stores a flint 
striker and 4 pieces of Tinder Quik to help you start 
a fire. Made from 420 stainless steel, this multi-tool 
shovel will get the job done and resist rust. Store in the 
sturdy sheath with a belt loop. Keep stoke levels high 
and never be without your trusted multi-tool and shovel 
with the SOL Stoke Shovel.

Features

• Multi-Tool Shovel – Serrated edge, ruler, tent peg 
puller, cord-cutter, bottle opener, and hex wrenches.  

• Fire Starters – Flint striker, 4 pieces of Tinder Quik, 
and a handle wrapped in tinder cord. 

• Stow-It Handle – Store the striker, Tinder Quik, TP, 
or first aid essentials in the handle.  

• Sturdy Sheath – Hook and loop fastener secures the 
shovel in the belt sheath.  

• Durable Materials – 420 stainless steel shovel.

Product code: 
0140-1033

TOOLS
Expect the Unexpected™
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Compass Zipper Pull, 2 Pack

The SOL Zipper Pull Compass has a liquid-filled capsule 
for easy readings and weighs just 1 ounce. Sold as a 2 
pack, place one on your pack zipper, on your shirt, or a 
pocket.

Features

• Pack or Wear It – Attach to a zipper on a pack, pocket, 
or shirt so you always have a compass on you. 

• Liquid Filled – Stabilizes the compass needle so it’s 
easier to read. 

• Lightweight – Each compass weighs less than 1 ounce.  
• 2-Pack – Comes with two zipper pull compasses per 

pack.

Product code: 
0140-0020

Whistle Compass
The compact SOL Whistle Compass is a liquid filled 
compass and high decibel whistle. Easily read the 1.25” 
compass face with a dual-coloured magnetic needle. 
Wear around your neck with the breakaway lanyard. Find 
your way and be found with the SOL Whistle Compass.

Features

• Safety & Navigation – Integrated high decibel safety 
whistle and compass.

• Lightweight – Weighs a mere half ounce.
• Liquid Filled – Liquid filled compass for easy and 

accurate readings.
• Lanyard - Includes a breakaway lanyard.
• Intended for use in the northern hemisphere.

Product code: 
0140-0022

COMPASSES
Expect the Unexpected™
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Map Compass
The easy-to-read, liquid-filled SOL Map Compass is 
designed for clear map readings and comfort with a 
rounded baseplate and bevelled edge. Pack or wear around 
your neck with a breakaway lanyard. Seek new adventures 
with the trusted SOL Map Compass.

Features

• Precise & Easy Map Reading – Designed for clear map 
reading 

• Rounded Baseplate – Fits comfortably into your pocket 
or palm. 

• Liquid Filled – Liquid-filled capsule for easy and 
accurate readings.  

• Adjust for Declination – Fixed declination correction 
scale. 

• Rotating Bezel – Align your readings with True North. 
• Intended for use in the northern hemisphere.

Product code: 
0140-0026

COMPASSES
Expect the Unexpected™
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Deluxe Map Compass
The easy-to-read, liquid-filled SOL Map Compass is designed for 
clear map readings and comfort with a rounded baseplate and 
bevelled edge. Pack or wear around your neck with a breakaway 
lanyard. Seek new adventures with the trusted SOL Map Compass.

Features

• Precise & Easy Map Reading – Designed for clear map reading 
• Rounded Baseplate – Fits comfortably into your pocket or palm. 
• Liquid Filled – Liquid-filled capsule for easy and accurate 

readings.  
• Adjust for Declination – Fixed declination correction scale. 
• Rotating Bezel – Align your readings with True North. 
• Intended for use in the northern hemisphere.
• Magnifying glass- to aid with map magnification
• Longer Baseplate - to make bearings easier to take.
• Rubber grip around bezel- Easier to use with gloves on.

Product code: 
0140-0028

Sighting Compass with Mirror
The SOL Sighting Compass allows you to take precise navigational 
readings while keeping your eye on the trail in front of you. For 
improved accuracy, adjust the declination with the included tool. 
With inch, millimetre, and ratio measurements on one tool, you 
can get accurate readings on any map. Use the magnifying glass to 
identify key waypoints and the glow-in-the-dark features for twilight 
navigation. Align your adventure with the index lines and orientation 
lines. Keep around your neck or attach to gear with the breakaway 
lanyard. Northern hemisphere only.

Features

• Clear Navigation – Liquid filled, adjustable bezel, index lines, 
 and orienting arrows keep you headed in the right direction.
• Sighting Mirror –Allows for precise bearings and doubles as an 

emergency signal mirror.
• Declination – Adjust the declination with the included tool to 

improve accuracy.
• Night Visibility – The bezel, waypoints, index line, magnetic 

needle, and orientation arrows glow in the dark.
• Rulers & Ratios – Edges have inch and millimetre rulers with 

ratios for use on any map.
• Extended Base Plate with Magnifier - easily read map details 
 and plot route.
• Clinometer — Measure slope angles.
• Intended for use in the northern hemisphere only.

Product code: 
0140-0030

COMPASSES
Expect the Unexpected™
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Fire Lite™ Micro Sparker 2 Pack

The SOL Fire Lite™ Micro Sparker enables you produce sparks to start 
a fire with one hand, even when it is windy. Rubberised grips provide a 
secure grasp in cold conditions. Lightweight and sold as a two-pack, 
you can pack this fire starter anywhere.

Features

• One-Handed Operation – Produce up to 5,000 sparks by simply 
rolling your thumb over the flint. 

• 2-Pack – Two Micro Sparkers so you can be sure you always have a 
fire starter on hand. 

• Easy to Use – Follow the directional arrow to reliably produce sparks 
in any weather. 

• Small and Lightweight – Fits in the palm of your hand, pack this fire 
starter in any emergency kit.   

• Non-Slip Grip – The rubberised handle provides a secure grip, even 
in cold conditions.

Product code: 
0140-1233

Mag Striker with Tinder Cord
The Mag Striker is an easy-to-use magnesium rod with an integrated 
ferrocerium flint. Scrape magnesium flakes into a pile with the 3-in-1 
scraper, striker and bottle opener. Strike the flint to create a shower 
of sparks and ignite the flakes. Light a piece of the tinder cord to 
build your fire or light a stove.

Features

• Mag Striker has benefits of a magnesium fire starter with 
traditional flint and steel in one tool.

• Ferro rod striker creates enough spark for over 100 fires, essential 
part of any survival gear kit.

• Curved steel scraper easily ignites tinder with magnesium flakes 
that burn up to 5400 F.

• Multi-use striker also works as a bottle opener, perfect for 
cracking open a drink by the campfire.

• Use tinder cord as a lanyard, spare rope or fire tinder by exposing 
the flammable waxed cotton core.

Product code: 
0140-1242

FIRE
Expect the Unexpected™
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Fire Lite Fire Starting Kit
The SOL Fire Lite™ Fire Starting Kit features essential fire-making 
supplies in a dry bag. Ignite the waxed cotton core of a piece of Tinder 
Cord or Tinder Quik™ with the windproof Fire Lite™ Micro Sparker to 
light a stove or build a fire. Keep supplies dry in the watertight bag.

Features

• Fire kit has 20pcs of Tinder Quik, 10 ft of Tinder Cord, and micro 
sparker in watertight dry bag.

• Windproof Fire Lite micro sparker can easily produce up to 5,000 
sparks with the flick of one hand.

• Watertight dry bag protects fire starter kit from bad weather while 
staying lightweight and compact.

• Plenty of room for extra emergency essentials in watertight bag.

Product code: 
0140-1234

Fire Lite 8-in-1 Survival Tool
The SOL Fire Lite 8-in-1 Survival Tool has the essentials you need in an 
emergency. Start a fire with the Tinder Quik, Micro Sparker, or flint on 
the side of the waterproof compartment. Signal for help with the whistle 
and mirror. Navigate to safety with the liquid-filled compass. 
The breakaway tinder cord lanyard attaches the tool to your pack, 
around your neck, and can ignite to light a stove.

Features

• 8 Tools in 1 – Compact survival tool for navigation, signaling, 
 and fire starting that can fit in a pocket or hang around your neck.
• Navigation – Liquid-filled compass for steady readings on 
 twist-off cap.
• Signaling – Reflective mirror on the inside of the twist-off cap and 
 a survival whistle on the opposite end of the tool to signal for help.
• Fire Starters – Use the Micro Sparker or flint striker on the side of 

the tool plus the Tinder Quik to start a fire. 
• Tinder Cord Lanyard – Lanyard can be used to hang tool around your 

neck, attach to pack, or light a stove by exposing the ignitable inner 
strands.

• Waterproof Compartment – Keep all your fire starting tools dry in 
 the waterproof compartment.

Product code: 
0140-1254 

FIRE
Expect the Unexpected™
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550 Reflective Tinder 
Cord, 30 ft
The Fire Lite Tinder Cord 550 Grade has 7 strands with a 
durable nylon outer sheath and an ignitable waxed cotton 
inner core. The diameter is perfect for tying down your 
gear and durable enough to take on any adventure. 
The 30 ft length is a great addition to an emergency kit 
or wrap around a water bottle.

Features

• Tinder Core - Peel back the nylon outer sheath to 
ignite the waxed cotton core.

• 550 Grade, 30 feet – Easy handling and great for tying 
down gear or a tent.

• 7 Inner Strands—Tease out inner strands to use for 
gear repair, fishing line and more.

• High Visibility – Bright, reflective orange helps when 
looking for gear and during a rescue.

Product code: 
0140-1730

Mag Block
Magnesium lights easily and burns at 5400°F to start fires 
in the worst condition.
 
Features

•    Flint rod creates a shower of sparks when struck.
•    Bottle opener on scraper.

Product code: 
0140-1256

FIRE
Expect the Unexpected™
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550 Reflective Tinder Cord, 
50 ft
The Fire Lite Tinder Cord 550 Grade has 7 strands with a 
durable nylon outer sheath and an ignitable waxed cotton inner 
core. The diameter is perfect for tying down your gear and 
durable enough to take on any adventure. The 50 ft length is a 
great addition to an emergency kit.

Features

• Includes 1 Tinder Cord, 50 ft to add to your camping 
accessories or outdoor survival kit.

• Made of 550 polyester cord with reflective strand and 
flammable waxed cotton tinder core.

• Multi-use tinder cord can function as a lanyard, spare rope 
or fire starter tinder for campfires

• Use Fire Lite cord as fire tinder by exposing the flammable 
waxed cotton core; ignite with a spark.

• Great addition to camping accessories, hiking gear, survival 
gear, emergency supplies, and more.

Product code: 
0140-1732

FIRE
Expect the Unexpected™
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Comprehensive yet compact, the Explorer is the ideal backpacking first aid 
kit for families or small groups headed out on a week-long adventure. This 
water-resistant medical kit contains an abundance of hospital-quality first aid 
supplies to treat common hiking and camping injuries.

Features

• Wilderness & Travel Medicine: A Comprehensive Guide
 Know how to treat backcountry injuries with up-to-date wilderness first 

aid information in this bilingual (French and English) hiking first aid guide, 
edited by Christopher Van Tilburg, MD.

• Easy Care™ Organization System
 Find supplies quickly with the Easy Care™ Organization System, which 

organizes contents by injury into clearly-labeled pockets, letting you easily 
find what you need at a moment’s notice.

• Trauma Supplies
 Stop bleeding quickly with the trauma pad to control bleeds from severe 

falls. Stabilize sprained ankles or strains with the elastic bandage so you 
can hike out safely.

• Backcountry Wound Care
 Clean and close on-the-trail injuries with this medical kit, which contains 

quality first aid supplies like Easy Access Bandages®, EMT shears, butterfly 
bandages, and medical tape.

• Blister & Burn Treatment
 Stop blisters before they start with die-cut moleskin that reduces friction. 

Apply GlacierGel™ hydrogel dressings to developed blisters or burns for 
cooling relief that cushions and protects.

• Lightweight & Durable
 Pack all the first aid supplies you need without weighing down your pack. 

This compact hiking first aid kit weighs less than 227g. and features a 
durable, water-resistant medical bag.

Mountain Series Custom 
Medical Kit Bag
The Adventure® Medical Kits Custom Kit is the perfect solution for 
the outdoor adventurer who wants to build their own individualized kit 
from the ground up.

Features

• Personalized Kit Map
 Find what you need fast by labeling your internal kit pockets.
• Semi-Transparent Pockets
 Label your external kit map so you know what supplies are in your 

kit and where they are located. See-through pockets protect items 
from dirt and moisture while allowing for quick and easy access.

• Secure Pockets
 Zippers prevent your items from falling out when opening the kit 

or accessing it in a vertical environment.

Product code: 
3085-0120

MOUNTAIN SERIES
MEDICAL KITS
Expect the Unexpected™

Mountain Series International Hiker

Product code: 
2075-5001



MOUNTAIN SERIES
MEDICAL KITS
Expect the Unexpected™

Features

• Wilderness & Travel Medicine: 
 A Comprehensive Guide
 Know how to treat backcountry injuries with up-to-

date wilderness first aid information in this bilingual 
(French and English) hiking first aid guide, edited by 
Christopher Van Tilburg, MD.

• Easy Care™ Organization System
 Find supplies quickly with the Easy Care™ 

Organization System, which organizes contents by 
injury into clearly-labeled pockets, letting you easily 
find what you need at a moment’s notice.

• Hospital-Quality Wound Care
 Clean and close injuries with supplies that set the 

standard in backcountry medicine, including an 
irrigation syringe, EMT shears, butterfly bandages, 
a topical adhesive, and a variety of dressings.

• Trauma Supplies
 Stop bleeding quickly with the trauma pad to control 

bleeds from severe falls. Stabilize sprained ankles 
or strains with the elastic bandage so you can hike 
out safely. 

• Blister & Burn Treatment
 Stop blisters before they start with die-cut moleskin 

that reduces friction. Apply GlacierGel™ hydrogel 
dressings to developed blisters or burns for cooling 
relief that cushions and protects.

• Lightweight & Durable
 Pack all the first aid supplies you need without 

weighing down your pack. This compact hiking 
first aid kit weighs less than 8 oz. and features a 
durable, water-resistant medical bag.

Mountain Series 
International Backpacker

Product code: 
2075-5003

Comprehensive yet compact, the Explorer is the ideal backpacking 
first aid kit for families or small groups headed out on a week-long 
adventure. This water-resistant medical kit contains an abundance 
of hospital-quality first aid supplies to treat common hiking and 
camping injuries.
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Mountain Series 
International Guide
With the Guide, you can lead your team outdoors with the security of 
knowing you’re prepared. This group first aid kit contains an abundance 
of hospital-quality first aid supplies to meet the needs of seven people 
headed into the backcountry on adventures of up to two weeks.

Product code: 
2075-5007

MOUNTAIN SERIES
MEDICAL KITS
Expect the Unexpected™
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Product code: 
2075-5005

Mountain Series 
International Explorer
Comprehensive yet compact, the Explorer is the ideal backpacking 
first aid kit for families or small groups headed out on a week-long 
adventure. This water-resistant medical kit contains an abundance of 
hospital-quality first aid supplies to treat common hiking and camping 
injuries.

Features

• Wilderness & Travel Medicine: A 
Comprehensive Guide

 Know how to provide life-saving medical 
care. Written by wilderness medicine 
expert Eric A. Weiss, MD, this book includes 
over 50 improvised techniques and 100 
illustrations for treating outdoor injuries 
and illnesses.

• Easy Care™ Organization System
 Find supplies quickly with the Easy Care™ 

Organization System, which organizes 
contents by injury into clearly-labeled 
pockets, letting you easily find what you 
need at a moment’s notice.

• Trauma Supplies
 Administer CPR safely with the face shield, 

and stop bleeding quickly using the trauma 
pad. Stabilize sprains and strains with the 
elastic and triangular bandages so you can 
hike out safely.

• Major Wound Care
 Clean and close hiking injuries with 

supplies that set the standard in 
backcountry medicine, including an 
irrigation syringe, wound closure strips, a 
topical adhesive, and EMT shears.

• Blister & Burn Treatment
 Stop blisters before they start with 

die-cut moleskin that reduces friction. 
Apply GlacierGel™ hydrogel dressings to 
developed blisters or burns for cooling 
relief that cushions and protects.

• Roomy & Durable Medical Kit
 Pack everything you need and nothing you 

don’t. The durable, water-resistant medical 
bag features a unique design that easily 
fits in your pack but has extra room for 
personal items.
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MOUNTAIN SERIES
MEDICAL KITS
Expect the Unexpected™

CONTENTS    Hiker   Backpacker     Int. Guide    Int. Explorer

Patient Assessment Form   	 		 		 ✓		 ✓	

Adhesive Bandage, Fabric, Knuckle 	 ✓		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓  

Adhesive Bandage, Fabric, 1” x 3” 	 ✓		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	

Wound Closure Strip, 1/4” x 4” 	 		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	

Duct Tape, 2 x 100 	 		 		 ✓		 ✓	

Cloth Tape, 1” x 10 Yards 	 ✓		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	

Sterile Gauze Dressing, 4” x 4” 	 		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	

Sterile Gauze Dressing, 3” x 3” 	 ✓		 	 	 	

Sterile Gauze Dressing, 2” x 2” 	 ✓		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	

Bandage, Conforming Gauze, Sterile 3” 	 		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	

Bandage, Conforming Gauze, Sterile 2” 	 ✓		 	 	 	

Sterile Non-Adherent Dressing, 3” x 4” 	 		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	

Sterile Non-Adherent Dressing, 2” x 3” 	 ✓		 	 	 	

Trauma Pad, 5’’ x 9’’, 1 ea. 	 ✓		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	

Trauma Pad, 8” x 10”  	 		 		 ✓		 ✓ 

Triangular Bandage, 42” x 42” x59”, 1 ea. 	 		 		 ✓		 ✓	

Elastic Bandage, 2” 	 ✓		 ✓		 	 	

Elastic Bandage, 3” 	 		 		 ✓		 ✓	

Elastic Bandage, 4” 	 		 		 		 	

Bandage, Butterfly Closure 	 ✓		 ✓		 	 	

Moleskin, Pre-Cut/Shaped 	 ✓		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	

Digital Thermometer 	 		 		 ✓		 	

Single use Thermometer 	 		 		  ✓	

Splinter/Tick Remover Forceps 	 		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	

EMT Shears, 4” 	 ✓		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	

C-Splint™, 36” x 4” 	 		 		 ✓		 	

CPR Face Shield with Oneway Valve 	 		 		 ✓		 ✓	

Safety Pin 	 ✓		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	

Cotton Tip Applicator 	 		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	

Pencil 	 		 		 ✓		 ✓	

Plastic Vial, Large 	 		 		 ✓		 	

Latex-Free Glove 	 ✓		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	

Tincture of Benzoin 	 		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	

GlacierGel™ Blister & Burn Dressing, (Small Rectangular) 	 		 		 ✓		 	

QKCLT Fold Gauze 2 Ft 	 		 		 ✓		 	

Wilderness & Travel Medicine: A Comprehensive Guide 	 ✓		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	

After Bite® Wipe 	 ✓		 ✓		 ✓		 ✓	
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Ultralight & Watertight, .5
International

The Ultralight / Watertight .5 packs in enough supplies to treat common 
injuries on a 1-2 day trip while keeping the weight to a minimum.

Features

• 2-Stage Waterproofing
 Inner DryFlex™ bags and outer seam-sealed siliconized nylon bag 

with water-resistant zipper.
• Clean and Close Wounds
 Antiseptic wipes and butterfly bandages for closing small wounds.
• Stabilize Fractures and Sprains
 Wraps and bandages to immobilize fractures and provide support.
• Stop Blisters Before they Start
 Die-cut Moleskin plus Skin Tac™ topical adhesive to protect against 

the hiker’s #1 injury.

Product code: 
2075-0292

Ultralight / Watertight, .3
International

The Ultralight / Watertight .3 is AMK’s lightest medical 
kit - just the essentials, packed in a durable, reusable 
waterproof bag.

Features

• Care for Cuts and Scrapes
 Antiseptic wipes, ointment, and bandages take the sting 
 out of everyday injuries.
• First Aid for Anywhere
 Extremely compact, lightweight design fits just about 
 anywhere - even in a PFD pocket.

Product code: 
2075-0297

Expect the Unexpected™

ULTRALIGHT/WATERTIGHT
MEDICAL KITS
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Ultralight & Watertight, .9
International

Originally developed for multi-sport adventure racers, the Ultralight / 
Watertight .7 has become standard gear in just about any adventurer’s 
pack.

Features

• 2-Stage Waterproofing
 Inner DryFlex™ bags and outer seam-sealed siliconized nylon bag 

with water-resistant zipper.
• Clean and Close Wounds
 Antiseptic wipes and butterfly bandages for closing small wounds.
• Emergency Repairs
 Mini roll of duct tape (2” x 26”).
• Stabilize Fractures and Sprains
 Wraps and bandages to immobilize fractures and provide support.
• Stop Blisters Before they Start
 Die-cut Moleskin plus Skin Tac™ topical adhesive to protect against 

the hiker’s #1 injury.

Product code: 
2075-0290

Ultralight & Watertight, .7
International

Originally developed for multi-sport adventure racers, the Ultralight 
/ Watertight .7 has become standard gear in just about any 
adventurer’s pack.

Features

• 2-Stage Waterproofing
 Inner DryFlex™ bags and outer seam-sealed siliconized nylon bag 

with water-resistant zipper.
• Clean and Close Wounds
  Antiseptic wipes and butterfly bandages for closing small wounds.
• Emergency Repairs
 Mini roll of duct tape (2” x 26”).
• Stabilize Fractures and Sprains
 Wraps and bandages to immobilize fractures and provide support.
• Stop Blisters Before they Start
 Die-cut Moleskin plus Skin Tac™ topical adhesive to protect 

against the hiker’s #1 injury.

Product code: 
2075-0291

Expect the Unexpected™

ULTRALIGHT/WATERTIGHT
MEDICAL KITS
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MOUNTAIN SERIES
MEDICAL KITS
Expect the Unexpected™

CONTENTS Kit 3 Kit 5 Kit 7 Kit 9

After Bite® Wipe  ✓	 	✓	 ✓	 ✓

Splinter/Tick Remover Forceps  	 	✓	 ✓	 ✓

Sterile Gauze Dressing, 2” x 2”  ✓	 	✓	 ✓	 ✓

Sterile Gauze Dressing, 3” x 3”  	 	✓	 ✓	 ✓

Sterile Non-Adherent Dressing, 3” x 4”  	 	✓	 ✓	 ✓

Bandage, Elastic, Cohesive Self Adhering, 2”  	 	✓	 ✓	 ✓

Adhesive Bandage, Fabric, 1” x 3”  ✓	 	✓	 ✓	 ✓

Adhesive Bandage, Fabric, Knuckle  ✓	 	✓	 ✓	 ✓ 

Bandage, Butterfly Closure  ✓	 	✓	 ✓	 ✓

Moleskin, Pre-Cut/Shaped  	 	✓	 ✓	 ✓

Cloth Tape, 1/2” x 10 Yards  ✓	 	✓	 	

Cloth Tape, 1” x 10 Yards    ✓ ✓

Safety Pin  ✓	 	✓	 ✓	 ✓ 	

Duct Tape, 2” x 5 Yards    ✓ ✓

Latex-Free Glove    ✓  ✓

Wound Closure Strip, 1/4” x 4”     ✓

Wound Irrigation Tool, 10 cc     ✓

Elastic Bandage, 2”    ✓ ✓

Bandage, Conforming Gauze, Sterile 3”     ✓

Cotton Tip Applicator     ✓	

Trauma Pad, 5’’ x 9’’, 1 	 	 	 	 	 ✓	

GlacierGel™ Blister & Burn Dressing, (Small Rectangular)     ✓
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Trail Dog Medical Kit
This dog-specific kit gives you comprehensive 
medical solutions for your trail buddy. It is catered 
to the types of injuries dogs encounter most on the 
trail – primarily to their paws, with an assortment 
of dressings, bandages, and tools like the splinter 
picker/tick removers to remove ticks, thorns, or 
those pesky fox tails.

Features

• Splinter Picker/Tick Remover
 Safely remove splinters and ticks from your dog’s 

paws and body.
• Triangular Bandage
 Safely administer first aid to your dog by first 

muzzling them with this triangular bandage.
• Cohesive Elastic Bandage
 Easily wrap injuries with this self-adhering 

bandage which doesn’t stick to fur.

Product code: 
0135-0115

Heeler Medical Kit
Playing in the backyard or hiking the nearby trails, the Heeler is 
compact enough to go where ever you and your buddy do, and has the 
basics to keep your four-legged sidekick happy, healthy, and cruising 
by your side.

Features

• Splinter Picker/Tick Remover
 Safely remove splinters and ticks from your dog’s paws and body.
• Triangular Bandage
 Safely administer first aid to your dog by first muzzling them with 

this triangular bandage.
• Cohesive Elastic Bandage
 Easily wrap injuries with this self-adhering bandage which doesn’t 

stick to fur.

Product code: 
0135-0120

Expect the Unexpected™
DOG FIRST AID KITS
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Me & My Dog Medical Kit
Because they love the freedom of the trail as much as you do, 
this kit has comprehensive first aid solutions to keep both you 
and your four-legged hiking buddy safe on all your adventures 
together.

Features

• Human & Canine First Aid Essentials
 Have peace of mind knowing you have the right safety 
 essentials for you AND your dog.
• SOL Emergency Blanket
 Treat shock & hypothermia.
• Emergency Cold Pack
 Reduce swelling of sprains and strains with the emergency 
 cold pack.
• 10 CC Irrigation Syringe
 Effectively clean wounds and prevent infection.
• Splinter Picker/Tick Remover Safely remove splinters 
 and ticks from your dog’s paws and body.
• Triangular Bandage Safely administer first aid to your 
 dog by first muzzling them with this triangular bandage.
• Cohesive Elastic Bandage Easily wrap injuries with this
 self-adhering bandage which doesn’t stick to fur.

Product code: 
0135-0110

Expect the Unexpected™

DOG FIRST AID KITS
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Blister Medic

The Blister Medic is the best of both worlds, combining 
the tried-and-true protection and blister prevention 
of Moleskin with the advanced relief and healing of 
Glacier Gel™ hydrogel dressings. Alcohol pads for skin 
preparation and antiseptic towelettes for wound cleaning 
round out the package.

• Stabilize Fractures and Sprains
• Foam-wrapped flexible aluminum core stabilizes 

injured limbs.
• Lightweight & Compact
• Weighs only 4 oz. and can be rolled or folded for easy 

storage in emergency kits/backpacks.
• Waterproof
• Closed-pore, impermeable foam surface allows easy 

cleaning and disinfection. Material is compatible with 
all standard cleaning solutions.

• Works in any Environment
• Not affected by extreme temperatures or altitudes.
• Reuseable
• Roll it or fold it back up and you’re ready for the next 

fracture or sprain.

Product code: 
0155-0667

Moleskin Pre-cut 
and Shaped
Moleskin is the most reliable dressing for blister 
prevention available. Adventure Medical Kits has 
made it easier than ever to apply, adding die-cut 
shapes to fit common problem areas, including 
the heel, side of foot, and toes. Apply moleskin to 
problem areas before you begin hiking or as soon 
as you feel friction on the trail, and blisters will 
be a thing of the past. Includes alcohol wipes for 
surface preparation.

Product code: 
0155-0400

Expect the Unexpected™

FOOTCARE KITS
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Expect the Unexpected™

BENS & AFTER BITE

After Bite Classic Handy Pen
Stop the itching and discomfort of bug bites with After Bite®! Named 
the #1 pharmacist recommended brand by Pharmacy Times, After Bite 
insect bite treatment has been stopping the itch for over 45 years. The 
applicator pen makes After Bite easy to apply and fits easily into packs 
and purses.

Product code: 
0008-1021

Ben’s Natural Insect Repellent
With Ben’s Natural Plant-Based Active Lemon Eucalyptus bug spray, 
enjoy worry-free family protection from mosquitoes. This DEET-free 
bug spray repels mosquitoes using Oil of Lemon Eucalyptus (also called 
Citriodiol®), an ingredient made from the leaves of the Lemon Eucalyptus 
tree and is the only naturally derived active ingredient. Ben’s Natural 
Lemon Eucalyptus bug spray is a great repellent for the whole family 
and is safe to use on gear and clothing.

Product code: 
0008-7087

Ben’s Max 100ml Spray
Whether you’re hunting, gardening, camping, or hiking, count on Ben’s® 
30% Tick & Insect Repellent to keep you safe from biting insects. This 
30% DEET bug spray repels mosquitoes, ticks, chiggers, black flies, deer 
flies, and biting midges for hours of lasting insect protection.

Product code: 
0008-7562
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Contact Details

Burton McCall Limited

163 Parker Drive, Leicester, LE4 0JP

Tel Main Switchboard: 0116 234 4600

www.burton-mccall.co.uk

 @BTNMCCALL

 @burtonmccallltd

 @burtonmccallltd

Sales Offi ce
Tel: 0116 234 4611/4622

Fax: 0116 235 8031

Email: sales@burton-mccall.com

Customer Services
Tel: 0116 234 4646

Fax: 0116 235 8031

Email: customer.services@burton-mccall.com
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